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hat began life as, quite literally, a bulleted list of core publishing design
tenets and the clean slate of a digital sketch pad has metamorphosed
into the redesigned IT magazine you are holding in your hands, viewing
online, or scanning from the frames of our Digital Edition.

Once we began designing, no pixel in our page layouts was left unscathed. The result

is an end-to-end transformation of Dell Power Solutions, into what we hope you will find
to be a bold new visual design that is at the same time information-rich yet more open
and accessible—so you can more efficiently zero in on the information you need both
within and outside the borders of the magazine.
Beyond the contemporary, Dell-standard Museo for Dell and Museo Sans for Dell
typography throughout; fresh color palette; and rethought artwork accents layered
upon the framework of a fresh editorial design system, we’ve also redesigned the
logo on the front cover and included a tagline to reflect our core editorial mission:
“Your guide to maximizing IT efficiency.”

“Once we began designing, no pixel in
our page layouts was left unscathed.”
In addition, the margins of our pages have been architected to be eminently
scannable for links to online content and communities: look for the gray iconographic
signposts to instantly engage with related technology demos, videos, blogs, chats,
peer-to-peer discussions, and more. Of course, we think this is most efficiently
accomplished from our Digital Edition at powersolutionsdigital.dell.com, accessible
from any Web browser and from many mobile devices.
While our look has decidedly changed, the team behind the scenes has not: special
thanks to managing editor Debra McDonald and art director David Chan for their tireless
dedication to editorial and creative excellence while keeping us on a frenzied production
schedule throughout the redesign process, aided by a gold-class supporting cast including
Kathryn White, Jim Duncan, Dawn Davidson, Terrence O’Donnell, James Hurd, Amy J. Parker,
Cissy Walker, Lalaine Gagni, Margie Preston, and Cynthia Webb.
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